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Freshwater represents one of the most precious resources on the planet, so it is fundamental to preserve it. In this work, an innovative sunlight-driven device composed of bismuth oxybromide (BiOBr) grown on a material derived from natural sources, i.e., Lightweight Expanded Clay Aggregates (LECA), is developed to clean surface waters under natural solar light irradiation. For this purpose, the photodegradation of two non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, ibuprofen, and diclofenac, is investigated under varying operative conditions. Laboratory- and real-scale experiments reveal that the fabricated floating BiOBr/LECA photocatalyst fully degrades diclofenac, whereas limited abatement of ibuprofen is observed. Based on the identification of specific transformation products (TPs) during the degradation, this behavior seems to be strongly related to the different structures of the two drugs. In fact, the main TP produced during diclofenac degradation derives from dechlorination and ring condensation: this type of photocatalytic degradation pathway is generally favored over the C─C bonds’s cleavage, which is a unique possibility for IBU abatement. Moreover, the potential partial adsorption of these species on the photocatalyst’s active sites can cause their deactivation. Finally, reusability tests demonstrate the high stability of the floating composite.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, contamination of fresh water is a global concern. Water use has been growing globally in the last century at more than twice the population rate increase. Population growth puts unprecedented pressure on water resources, especially in arid regions. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) estimated that 1800 million people are expected to live in countries affected by water scarcity by 2025.[1] This issue is ever more pronounced in developing countries, where water scarcity is also responsible for numerous pandemic crises, during which unsanitary conditions put patients and doctors at risk for disease transmission.[2] World Health Organization (WHO) revealed that a significant part of these infections is ascribed to the lack of clean water and the consequent inefficient hygiene protocols. Urban areas also contribute to water scarcity, since organic solvents, contaminants, and heavy metals from disposal sites and storage facilities are continuously released into water sources. Further, the agriculture sector is responsible for the uncontrolled release of pesticides and fertilizers, and human and animal wastes are the main factors in discharging harmful microorganisms into surface waters.[3]

Ibuprofen (IBU) and diclofenac (DCF) are the two most known non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) widely used in medicine,[4] whose market size stood at USD 15.58 billion in 2019 and is projected to reach USD 24.35 billion by 2027.[5] IBU is the methyl-4-[isobutyl] phenylacetic acid used for the treatment of fever, muscle pain, arthritis, migraine, and toothaches,[6–8] strongly impacting the environment, even in small concentrations.[9,10] DCF belongs to the phenylacetic acid class with anti-inflammatory, analgesic, and antipyretic features. It usually treats pain and helps alleviate arthritis symptoms (e.g., stiffness, swelling, and joint pain).[11–13] In the last decades, their consumption has drastically increased due to the rapid growth and aging of the world population, thus contributing to the increase of their concentration in surface waters,[10,13,14] consequently destroying the aquatic ecosystems and organisms.[15]
In the above-depicted panorama, the possible purification and reuse of wastewater still represents an unavoidable challenge, since the demand for freshwater due to population growth, drought, and intensive consumption in the agricultural/industrial sectors is continuously increasing. In this context, researchers are working on the development of novel, efficient strategies aimed at the abatement of NSAIDs from the environment: among them, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) have emerged. Thanks to the use of a semiconductor and solar light, oxidants, like hydroxyl (HO•), peroxyl (O₂•−), and hydroperoxide (HO₂•) radicals can be produced to mineralize organic contaminants to carbon dioxide and water. Following this path, solar light irradiates the photocatalyst surface, which can absorb an equal or higher amount of energy than its band gap. In this way, an electron is prompted to move from the valence band to the conduction band, generating an electron-hole pair, producing and promoting redox reactions. This process could be exploitable in countries where solar irradiation is abundant throughout the year.

Photodegradation of IBU and DCF have been investigated in several works, in which nano- and micro-powder photocatalysts, ranging from conventional formulations based on titania and zinc oxide to more sophisticated ones (e.g., heterojunctions, etc.), have been proposed. In this framework the use of materials in powder form remains limited from a practical viewpoint due to the difficult separation and/or recovery from the reaction mixture for sustainable reuse. In particular, the powder use could invalidate the selected strategy due to its incomplete recovery, causing contamination issues. Therefore, immobilization strikes a compromise between the benefits of the photocatalysts and the necessity to ensure their appropriate application by improving stability and facilitating simpler handling. Since 1993 researchers have been developing floating photocatalysts as sustainable and efficient alternatives. Floating photocatalysts maximize both light utilization and surface aeration, since they float on the air-water interface. At the same time, their use also decreases the post-treatment cost.

Over the years, different supports (e.g., perlite, vermiculite, glass, cork, graphite, polymer, and alginate) have been selected for anchoring the photocatalytic active phase on them, producing floating photocatalysts to degrade pollutants present in wastewaters. However, to date, there is still no simple, economical, and accessible method, allowing the application of photocatalysis for water purification in communities with limited access to clean water.

In fact, each studied system has revealed some limitations, like poor stability, difficulties in stably anchoring the photocatalytic active phase, and low stability, which are objects of the current research studies. In this context, considering the high potential of the application of these systems, when developed correctly in a way to be sustainable and efficient, hard research efforts have to be placed in this frame to propose eco-friendly alternatives to conventional systems in powder form.

Light-expanded clay aggregates (LECA) are cheap man-made manufactured from natural materials traditionally used in construction industries. LECA is extremely light, chemically inert, and thermally stable up to 1000 °C, and it is characterized by low density and high porosity, conferring the ability to be floatable on water. All these peculiarities make it a suitable candidate to be exploited as a support in floating photocatalysts. To the best of our knowledge, just a few works have reported the use of properly modified LECA as adsorbent for wastewater treatment. Other researchers have tried to develop hybrid photocatalysts based on LECA for aqueous ammonia or dye degradation. More in detail, Hosseini et al. anchored titanium dioxide (TiO₂) nanoparticles onto LECA for the first time, giving rise to an interesting floating photocatalyst for almost complete ammonia degradation within 300 min. However, this material required further optimization due to its wide band gap (3.0–3.2 eV), causing poor visible light utilization, high recombination of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs, and unstable anchoring at the LECA surface. Kakehazar and coworkers fabricated a floating TiO₂/LECA composite for the degradation of ammonium in the petrochemical waste. In addition, they designed and optimized a proper solar photocatalytic reactor that efficiently removes the ammonia content in the waste at basic pH, proposing an alternative to the existing ones. Subsequently, Shavisi et al. proposed a hybrid structure composed of TiO₂-ZnO/LECA to fully abate 400 mg·L⁻¹ aqueous ammonia at basic pH in the presence of 25 g·L⁻¹ catalyst dosage within 3 h UV irradiation. Eventually, the group of Rahimpour moved toward applying a modified LECA-based material composed of ZnO to remove reactive yellow 84, achieving the complete abatement of the dye (50 mg·L⁻¹) at acidic pH under UV irradiation.

However, most of these examples refer to the use of TiO₂ as a photocatalytic active phase, although many criticisms are related to it, as recently reported by Pulgarin et al.

Recently, bismuth oxybromide (BiOBr) has been recognized to possess unique physico-chemical features, deserving to be exploited to produce a promising photocatalytic active phase exploitable in several fields, ranging from hydrogen evolution to nitrogen reduction and wastewater remediation. In this scenario, numerous researchers largely studied the potentialities of using BiOBr in powder or environmental remediation issues. Among them, in a recent work Falletta et al. demonstrated that BiOBr in powder form can efficiently photodegrade ibuprofen from water thanks to its band gap value, morphology, and piezoelectric behavior.

Following these premises, herein we propose for the first time the preparation, characterization, and optimization of a novel sustainable floating photocatalytic system composed of BiOBr grown on LECA (BiOBr/LECA) to efficiently photodegrade two model drugs, i.e., ibuprofen and diclofenac, usually present in real surface waters, to alleviate water contamination in critical contexts, such as those of vulnerable communities.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. BiOBr/LECA characterization

Floating photocatalysts represent a new generation of materials to be applied in real conditions since they permit the maximization of the surface aeration of the active phase and, at the same time, its irradiation. Moreover, the possibility of using an immobilized photocatalyst overcomes the limits given by employ-
CaO, and other alkalis, such as Na₂O and K₂O, according to the samples’ morphology and materials composition (Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) investigated the described below.

Sample phase composition was further investigated by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD). Figure 2 shows the collected diffractograms of LECA and BiOBr11/LECA compared with the standard JCPDS file of the tetragonal BiOBr phase (JCPDS 01–078–0348). As the first step, the XRPD pattern of the pristine LECA confirmed its mineralogic composition, according to FESEM images. In particular, the pronounced X background indicated the presence of the amorphous phase typical of the natural LECA sample.\[43-45\] Moreover, the LECA diffractogram revealed the characteristic peaks of quartz, anorthite, calcite, and dolomite, according to Kalhori et al.\[45\] The diffractogram of BiOBr11/LECA showed the main diffraction peaks at \(\approx 10.8, 21.8, 25.2, 31.7, 32.2, 39.3, 46.3, 50.7, 53.4, 57.2^\circ\) indexed to the corresponding (001), (002), (101), (102), (110), (112), (200), (104), (211), (212) planes of the tetragonal BiOBr phase (JCPDS 01–078–0348) as well as additional peaks at 26.6, 36.5, 42.4, 44.8, 50.1, 65.4, 68.1°, ascribed to LECA.\[43-45\] These data confirmed the copresence of BiOBr and LECA in the prepared floating photocatalyst, demonstrating that BiOBr was successfully synthesized onto LECA.

In Figure S2 (Supporting Information) the relevant EDS analyses of both materials are reported, thus confirming the presence of Bi and Br species when added.
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Sample phase composition was further investigated by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD). Figure 2 shows the collected diffractograms of LECA and BiOBr11/LECA compared with the standard JCPDS file of the tetragonal BiOBr phase (JCPDS 01–078–0348). As the first step, the XRPD pattern of the pristine LECA confirmed its mineralogic composition, according to FESEM images. In particular, the pronounced X background indicated the presence of the amorphous phase typical of the natural LECA sample.\[43-45\] Moreover, the LECA diffractogram revealed the characteristic peaks of quartz, anorthite, calcite, and dolomite, according to Kalhori et al.\[45\] The diffractogram of BiOBr11/LECA showed the main diffraction peaks at \(\approx 10.8, 21.8, 25.2, 31.7, 32.2, 39.3, 46.3, 50.7, 53.4, 57.2^\circ\) indexed to the corresponding (001), (002), (101), (102), (110), (112), (200), (104), (211), (212) planes of the tetragonal BiOBr phase (JCPDS 01–078–0348) as well as additional peaks at 26.6, 36.5, 42.4, 44.8, 50.1, 65.4, 68.1°, ascribed to LECA.\[43-45\] These data confirmed the copresence of BiOBr and LECA in the prepared floating photocatalyst, demonstrating that BiOBr was successfully synthesized onto LECA.

Determined the point of zero charge (pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\)) is a fundamental step to elucidate the photocatalyst behavior.\[54\] In the case of composite materials, the pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\) evaluation is critical because, if the first component is not homogeneously distributed on the second one, the two charged surfaces can compete or operate oppositely for pollutant adsorption. In particular, the pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\) depends on different factors (e.g., chemical/physical structure of the studied sample surface, pH medium, etc.),\[34\] and provides information about the type of charges, which depend on the acidic and/or basic sites, prevailing at the material surface. More specifically, when the pH is below the pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\), the material surface is positively charged; thus, anions are attracted to it. Differently, when the pH is above the pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\), it is negatively charged, thus attracting cations. However, numerous results are reported in the literature,\[35\] no unique pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\) value is reported for each single chemical compound because the pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\) parameter relies on the specific surface properties (e.g., defects or OH groups present on the oxides surface, number/type of functionalization, etc.), which can also change depending on the synthetic approaches used. According to these premises, the pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\) of both pristine LECA and BiOBr11/LECA was measured and corresponded to 5.65 and 7.75, respectively (Figure 3). If the pH\(_{\text{pzc}}\) of pristine LECA matches with other results previously reported in the literature,\[44\] on the other hand, that of BiOBr11/LECA was similar to the value reported in the literature for BiOBr powder,\[55\] confirming that the coating of LECA with the photocatalyst occurred successfully.

In the conditions selected for the photodegradation tests (neutral pH for ultrapure water, UW, and slightly alkaline pH for simulated drinking water, DW), both IBU and DCF are negatively charged (pKa of 4.85 and 4.15, respectively).\[56\] However, although in both cases, the pollutants’ adsorption onto the catalyst surface should be unfavoured, the exposed positive charges of BiOBr on LECA in the BiOBr11/LECA composite were sufficient to guarantee pollutants adsorption and its subsequent abatement, as demonstrated by the degradation tests.
2.2. Ibuprofen and Diclofenac Abatement Tests

The photocatalytic activity of the fabricated BiOBrX/LECA samples was evaluated in the degradation of IBU and DCF under solar light irradiation. In particular, two different tests were performed: laboratory- and real-scale tests in ultrapure or simulated drinking water (UW and DW), respectively. The obtained results are discussed below.

2.3. Laboratory-Scale Tests

The photocatalytic activity of the floating BiOBrX/LECA composites was evaluated toward the abatement of IBU and DCF in both UW and DW by laboratory-scale tests in the presence of magnetic stirring.

At first, the photodegradation activity of the floating composites was investigated toward IBU abatement in UW (Figure 4). The catalyst dosage was set to 3 g to guarantee proper aeration of the water mixture and, at the same time, effective light penetration.

According to the point of zero charge, the adsorption capacity of the floating composites, as well as of bare LECA (Figure 4), was low (below 10%), independently of the BiOBr content, thus ensuring that this step did not impact on the photodegradation. An additional 3 h adsorption experiment under dark was carried out in the presence of the composite with the highest BiOBr content (BiOBr11/LECA), which confirmed this result (Figure S3, Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 4, the photocatalytic activity of BiOBrX/LECA under solar light irradiation is strongly related to the BiOBr loading. In fact, by increasing the BiOBr content on LECA (from 3 to 11 wt.%), the IBU degra-
To gradually move toward real applications, BiOBr11/LECA was applied for the photodegradation of a mixture of the two drugs (25 mg L\(^{-1}\) IBU and 25 mg L\(^{-1}\) DCF in UW) and the results are displayed in Figure 6a. Surprisingly, BiOBr11/LECA achieved complete DCF degradation within 90 min, resulting in ineffective IBU removal.

Although empirical evidence of this result has not yet been found, it is possible to hypothesize that the adsorption of DCF TPs on the catalyst’s surface inhibits the activity of the active sites toward IBU degradation.

However, as shown in Figure 6, reducing the global drug concentration, the photodegradation of DCF was still complete, whereas IBU experienced a partial abatement that became complete, reducing the total concentration of drugs up to 10 mg L\(^{-1}\). This confirms that the availability of free active sites is crucial to remove both pollutants.

Further investigations were conducted to clarify the role of DCF and its TPs in deactivating the photocatalyst. The activity of BiOBr11/LECA were explored in the photodegradation of a mixture of IBU and DCF at different concentrations in solution, but maintaining the total drugs concentration to 50 mg L\(^{-1}\). Figure 7 shows the results obtained for the DCF/IBU weight ratio corresponding to 6:1, 3:1, 1:3, and 1:6, respectively. DCF was fully degraded in all tests regardless of the DCF/IBU ratio. In contrast, the photodegradation capacity of the floating composite toward IBU abatement is strongly affected by the solution composition. In particular, the IBU removal increases, decreasing the starting DCF concentration in the solution. In fact, from the DCF/IBU ratio of 6:1 to 1:6 the percentage of IBU abatement increases from \(\approx 35\%\) to 85\%. The photocatalytic activity of BiOBr11/LECA toward IBU degradation seems to be correlated to the formation of TP259, which could be adsorbed on the active sites, causing their deactivation.

The above-described experiments clearly demonstrated the potential as well as the limitations of this type of floating catalyst as a sunlight-driven photocatalytic system for pollutant degradation in water. The next step regarded verifying the floating photocatalyst, BiOBr11/LECA, performances in real-scale tests.

### 2.4. Real-scale tests

Two different bowls were employed for the real-scale tests: one made of transparent glass and the other of white polypropylene to verify the effect of light penetration in the photocatalytic process. All tests were conducted by exposing the setup under natural solar light irradiation for three days, according to the details reported in the Experimental Section. Data related to the daily solar light irradiation of the place in which all tests were performed (campus Città Studi of Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy, where the Dipartimento di Chimica is located) were retrieved from the Arpa Lombardia database.\(^{[97]}\)

In this case, the tests were carried out without magnetic stirring in DW to simulate a real scenario. A preliminary test carried out using the lab-scale setup demonstrated a lower photocatalytic degradation of IBU in the absence of stirring, achieving only \(\approx 60\%\) IBU abatement within 240 min (Figure 6b, Supporting Information). However, this demonstrates that, despite the absence of any external force that allows its rotation (wind, manual...
Figure 3. Point of zero charge of pristine a) LECA and b) BiOBr11/LECA.

Figure 4. Effect of BiOBr loading onto LECA toward IBU photodegradation in UW. Experimental conditions: IBU concentration $= 50 \text{ mg L}^{-1}$; catalyst dosage = 3 g BiOBr/LECA; solar light irradiation = 35 W m$^{-2}$.

Figure 5. Drugs photodegradation by 3 g BiOBr11/LECA: effect of water matrix (UW and DW) on IBU or DCF degradation (a and b panels, respectively). Experimental conditions: single drug concentration $= 50 \text{ mg L}^{-1}$; solar light irradiation = 35 W m$^{-2}$.
stirring, etc.), the spherical shape of the composite allows an effective refresh of the catalyst.

Figure 8 displays the results obtained for the tests carried out in the two different bowls on a real scale. In both cases, the floating photocatalyst (BiOBr11/LECA) was able to completely degrade DCF, whereas the IBU abatement was lower, reaching \( \approx 80\% \), confirming the result obtained in the lab-scale setup. The absence of any significant differences in the photocatalytic activity of BiOBr11/LECA in the two different bowls indicates that the lateral illumination of the bowl has a minor effect compared to the importance of direct lighting from the top.

The entire setup was subjected to four other reuses to test the stability of the floating photocatalyst. At the end of each test, the composite was washed with deionized water and reused. Figure 9 displays the activity of the studied floating photocatalyst in the DCF abatement. More in detail, DCF abatement higher than 60\% was detected, except in the second reuse, when only \( \approx 38\% \) DCF abatement was observed after 10 h light irradiation due to the lower daily solar irradiation (only \( \approx 51.9 \text{ W}\cdot\text{m}^{-2} \)) than the other cases. In contrast, IBU was never completely abated, and the decrease in the capability of BiOBr11/LECA to remove it was detected over the successive reuses, probably ascribable to the gradual saturation of the active sites by traces of DCF's TPs.

3. Conclusion

In this study, floating photocatalysts consisting of BiOBr grown on a material derived from natural sources, specifically Lightweight Expanded Clay Aggregates (LECA), were successfully fabricated. They were designed to remove two commonly found non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, ibuprofen, and diclofenac, under various environmental conditions. Real-scale tests on these photocatalysts demonstrated highly promising results in terms of diclofenac (DCF) degradation, whereas the degradation of ibuprofen (IBU) was limited and related to the DCF content in the solution. Through UPLC/MS investigations, we observed the presence of a specific transformation product (TP) formed by the dechlorination of diclofenac during the photodegradation reaction. The fast formation of this TP justifies the rapid DCF disappearance and seems responsible for the restricted IBU degradation. Although the precise mechanism causing this inhibition is not yet fully understood, it appears to be linked to the adsorption of this TP onto the active sites of the catalysts, resulting in their deactivation. In conclusion, these findings suggest that BiOBr/LECA has the potential to serve as a promising sustainable alternative to traditional materials for the effective removal of pharmaceutical drugs from water.
Figure 7. Photodegradation results of 50 mg·L\(^{-1}\) drugs mixture (DCF/IBU weight ratio: a) 6:1, b) 3:1, c) 1:3, and d) 1:6) in UW by 3 g BiOBr11/LECA. Solar light irradiation = 35 W·m\(^{-2}\).

4. Experimental Section

Chemicals and Materials: All reactants were of analytical grade and supplied by Sigma Aldrich. Ultrapure water was obtained by the Milli-Q ultra-pure water system from Merck Millipore. LECA was from Geolia, Brico (lot 1324 at controlled pH). Pyrex glass bowl (diameter of 19 cm, height of 9.5 cm) was purchased by Colaver s.r.l., whereas the plastic one, in white polypropylene (232 × 276 × 138 mm), comes from GP&meItaly.

Preparation of Bismuth Oxybromide Supported Onto Lightweight Expanded Clay Aggregate (BiOBr/LECA) Samples: Before any treatments, pristine LECA was washed with abundant deionized water and ethanol to remove any impurities, dried at 100 °C for 2 h, and successively maintained at room temperature overnight. BiOBr/LECA composites were prepared via wet impregnation according to the following method, taking inspiration from Wang et al.\[^{58}\] In a typical preparation, ≈ 30 g pristine LECA was immersed first in 273 mL 0.1 M Bi(NO\(_3\))\(_3\)·5H\(_2\)O aqueous solution containing 10 wt.% glacial acetic acid for 1 min and then in 200 mL 0.1 M KBr for 1 min. The resulting sample was dried at 120 °C for 15 min, and then a successive treatment was carried out. In each of the five subsequent treatments, both solutions were replaced with fresh ones. The described procedure was repeated several times up to reach 3, 6, and 11 wt.% BiOBr loading on LECA. The as-obtained samples were calcined at 200 °C for 2 h, washed several times with deionized water, sonicated to remove the excess of BiOBr not anchored on LECA, eventually washed several times with ultrapure water, and dried at 120 °C for 30 min. This procedure was necessary to ensure the homogeneous BiOBr growth onto the LECA surface without releasing BiOBr from LECA during the successive photodegradation tests. The resulting samples were labeled as BiOBrX/LECA, where X is the BiOBr loading in wt.%. The amount of BiOBr on LECA (in wt.%) was computed according to the following equation:

\[
\text{wt.}%\text{BiOBr} = \frac{\text{final weight}_{\text{BiOBr} \text{on LECA}} - \text{starting weight}_{\text{BiOBr} \text{on LECA}}}{\text{final weight}_{\text{BiOBr} \text{on LECA}}} \times 100\% \tag{1}
\]

Characterization: Pore size distribution (PSD) of the pristine LECA was determined by applying Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) model to the desorption branch of N\(_2\) adsorption/desorption isotherms collected at −196 °C in the 0.3-0.95 p/p\(_0\) window. Before the analysis, the sample was pretreated at 150 °C for 4 h under vacuum.

Morphology and elemental analyses of pristine LECA and BiOBr11/LECA were obtained with the scanning electron microscope operating with a Field Emission source, model TESCAN S9000G (Over-coached, Germany) with a source of Schottky...
Real-scale results of photodegradation of an IBU and DCF mixture (3:1 weight ratio, total drugs concentration = 10 mg·L⁻¹) in the presence of 60 g BiOBr₁₁/LECA in DW in the glass or plastic containers under natural solar light. Data of the daily medium solar irradiation (in W·m⁻²) were detected by the meteorological station of Milano Lambrate, Italy.

Type FEG (resolution of 0.7 nm at 15 keV in In-Beam SE mode) equipped with EDS Oxford Ultim Max (operated with Az-tec software 6.0). Samples were supported on metallic stabs with C tape and then coated with Cr using the ion-sputtering technique to improve the materials’ conductivity.

The crystal structure and phase composition of LECA and BiOBr₁₁/LECA were determined by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) using a PANanalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer (Cu Kα = 1.54060 Å, X-ray source at 40 kV × 40 mA). Before any analysis, samples were crushed to obtain fine ground powder and spread on an aluminum flat-plate horizontal sample holder. Diffractograms were collected in the 10°–70° (2θ) range (2θ step of 0.02°, time per each step in 5–96 s intervals) and they were compared to the XRPD patterns of BiOBr and LECA reported in the JCPDS files (International Center for Diffraction Data Powder).

The point of zero charge (pH_pzc) of the pristine LECA and BiOBr₁₁/LECA was determined following the previous works. About 100 mg of each sample was contacted with 20 mL NaNO₃ 0.1 M solutions under stirring (250 rpm). The initial solution pH values (pH_initial) were by adding 0.1 M HNO₃ or NaOH to drop in 4.00–10.00 window. The as-obtained suspensions were maintained under stirring (250 rpm). They were centrifuged (3000 rpm for 10 min) after 24 h, and the final pH values (pH_final) were measured. By plotting the difference between the pH_final and pH_initial (ΔpH) along with the pH_initial, pH_pzc was determined as the intersection of the resulting line at which ΔpH = 0.

Photocatalytic Experiments: Ibuprofen (IBU), and diclofenac (DCF) were selected as model drugs: their adsorption and photocatalytic degradation were monitored in the dark and under solar light irradiation, as reported below.

Two different types of tests were performed: laboratory- and real-scale tests in ultrapure or simulated drinking water (UW and DW, respectively). DW was prepared according to Annex B2 of the second protocol of the French Norm NF P41-650. Table S1 (Supporting Information) summarizes its main composition.

Laboratory-Scale Experiments: Experiments were performed under atmospheric conditions in 250 mL batch glass cylindrical reactor inserted in a homemade box with dark walls made of cloth. A solar lamp (ULTRA VITALUX 300W-OSRAM,
irradiation power density of 35 W·m⁻²) was installed above the reactor at fixed height (25 cm). The proper amount of pristine LECA or BiOBrX/LECA (≈ 3 g) and 100 mL solution of pollutant(s), single or in mixture (with different drug ratios), were put in a glass or plastic white bowl. Then, 30 g floating photocatalyst was introduced, and the mixture was exposed to the natural solar light from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm for three days (for a total of 27 h exposure to solar irradiation, i.e., 9 h per day). Data of the daily medium solar irradiation (in W·m⁻²) were detected by the meteorological station of Milano Lambrate, Italy.57

Real-Scale Experiments: Two liters of 10 mg·L⁻¹ solution of pollutant(s), single or in mixture (with different drug ratios), were put in a glass or plastic white bowl. Then, 30 g floating photocatalyst was introduced, and the mixture was exposed to the natural solar light from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm for three days (for a total of 27 h exposure to solar irradiation, i.e., 9 h per day). The proper amount of pristine LECA or BiOBrX/LECA (≈ 3 g) and 100 mL solution of pollutant(s), single or in mixture (with different drug ratios), at different concentrations (10–50 mg·L⁻¹) were stirred (250 rpm) in the dark for 30 min and then irradiated for 240 min. Tests were carried out at spontaneous pH depending on the type of water matrix used (≈ 7 in UW and 7.5 in DW). Each test was repeated three times to produce reproducibility: in any case, a percent relative uncertainty <5% was obtained.

Monitoring of Drug Abatement: IBU and DCF abatement was monitored for a total of 240 min and 3 days in lab- and real-scale tests, respectively. In laboratory-scale tests, 2 mL aliquots were sampled every 15 min for the dark region and every 30 min for the irradiated region, whereas in the real ones, 2 mL aliquots were taken every 4 h during the exposition to the natural solar light. The collected aliquots were placed in 1.5 mL conical vials and centrifuged with a LaboGene ScanSpeed centrifuge at 13 500 rpm for 10 min before any analyses. They were then quantitatively analyzed by an HPLC/UV instrument (Agilent 1100 Series) equipped with a C18 Supelco column (25 cm × 4 mm, 5 μm), a 20 μL injection loop, and a UV detector. Chromatographic analyses were performed with an isocratic elution of a mobile phase composed of 50% water, 50% acetonitrile, and 0.1% formic acid at 1 mL·min⁻¹ flow rate. The IBU and DCF disappearance was monitored at 230 and 276 nm, respectively, whereas the formation of by-products was followed at 260 nm. Drugs abatement (%) was calculated according to the following equation:

\[
\text{Drugabatement}(\%) = \frac{C_0 - C_t}{C_0} \times 100\%
\]  

(2)

where \(C_0\) is the initial drug concentration, and \(C_t\) is the drug concentration at the time \(t\).

Because LECA causes a slight release of organic material in solution that compromises the results of TOC (Total Organic Carbon) analyses, the mineralization capacity of the floating composites was not evaluated. In contrast, the mineralization ability of BiOBr powder was properly verified. Transformation products (TPs) were recognized by UPLC/MS analyses carried out on a ThermoFisher (Waltham, MA, USA) LCQ Fleet ion trap mass spectrometer equipped with an HPLC UltiMate 3000 system containing UV detector. A Zorbax RX-C18 (2.1 × 150 mm, 5 μm) column was maintained at 30 °C. The same chromatographic conditions used for the HPLC/UV were employed. The mass spectrometer operated with electrospray ionization in positive and negative ion modes. Full-scan mass spectra were recorded in the 50–900 mass/charge (m/z) range.
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